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Abstract

Deep learning has expanded its footprint across diverse domains. The performance
of these computations hinges on the interplay between deep learning compilers
and inference libraries. While compilers adapt efficiently to new deep learning
operations or models, their tuning processes are too time-consuming. In con-
trast, inference libraries offer quick execution but with adaptability limitations.
To address these challenges, we propose ACLTuner, which optimizes execution
configurations using existing inference library kernels. ACLTuner identifies and
assigns the optimal kernel through targeted device profiling. Compared to ArmNN,
AutoTVM, Ansor, ONNXRuntime, and TFLite, ACLTuner not only achieves up to
2.0x faster execution time across seven deep learning models, but also reduces the
average tuning time by 95%.

1 Introduction
Deep learning has exhibited remarkable precision across tasks such as image/video analysis, au-
dio/speech recognition, and natural language processing. Consequently, its integration has increased
in diverse areas like autonomous systems, art, and manufacturing. With continuous advancements
in GPU technology, the speed and efficiency of deep learning computations have seen significant
improvements, enhancing learning and inference techniques. However, in scenarios limited by costs,
energy, and physical space, a persistent push remains to harness conventional CPUs or innovate new
hardware solutions for deep learning applications.

During inference, the efficiency of deep learning execution is mainly influenced by deep learning
compilers [1, 2, 3, 4] or inference libraries [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Given adequate computational resources
and time, deep learning compilers generate execution code that is optimized for the specific target
hardware. Notably, AutoTVM [10] and Ansor [11] create a diverse range of code configurations,
which are then profiled on actual devices. These compilers are adept at selecting optimal code
versions to fully exploit the hardware’s capabilities.

On the other hand, the moment a deep learning model is provided, inference libraries initiate
computational processes promptly on the target device. These libraries include highly optimized
kernels that handle the computation of the smallest units of deep learning operations. During
execution, based on predetermined rules, the libraries select appropriate kernels and allocate them to
the target hardware to process the entire deep learning operations. As a result, these libraries deliver
outstanding performance for standard models without the need for pre-compilation.

To optimally execute unique and novel deep learning operations, compilers are advantageous. How-
ever, searching exhaustively through all code configurations is exceedingly time-intensive. Machine
learning based auto-tuning algorithms [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] are employed to mitigate this time,
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Figure 1: Overall tuning process of ACLTunner

but it still often takes many hours. Once an optimal execution is identified, it can be incorporated into
the inference library as a kernel for reuse. Yet, it is challenging to individually implement kernels
and define rules for every other operation that is not popular. Hardware that shares an Instruction
Set Architecture(ISA), such as AMD64 and AArch64, has the capability to execute the same code.
However, this does not guarantee that an optimal execution for one hardware will be equally optimal
for another. As a result, it is crucial to identify and tailor the best execution for each specific hardware
configuration.

In this paper, we introduce ACLTuner, an automated methodology that produces optimized executions
by utilizing the existing kernels found in inference libraries. By conducting profiling on the target
devices(Edge R and Odroid N2+), ACLTuner identifies the best-suited kernel and its optimal alloca-
tion. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conducted experiments comparing
ACLTuner with ArmNN [9], AutoTVM [10], Ansor [17], ONNXRuntime [5], and TFLite [18]. The
experimental results showed that ACLTuner achieved a speedup of up to 2.0x in the execution time for
seven representative deep learning models. Moreover, compared to AutoTVM and Ansor, ACLTuner
reduced the average tuning time by 95%.

2 ACLTuner: Optimizing Compute Libraries for Diverse Hardware

2.1 Performance Challenges on Heterogeneous Architectures
Table 1: The execution time of ResNet18’s Conv5
layer with different execution configurations on
Edge R and Odroid N2+. The default configura-
tion’s kernel kind, number of created threads, and
workload distribution ratio are determined by the
rule of ArmNN.

Selected kernel # of Threads & Execution time(ms)
Workload ratio Edge R Odroid N2+

(Default)Winograd 1:1 7.8 13.0

Winograd 1:1:1:1:3:3 6.1 11.4
Direct Convolution 1:1:2:2:2:2 11.1 4.4

Inference libraries feature extensively pre-
optimized kernels. The difficulty arises in se-
lecting and allocating them appropriately, based
on the specific deep learning operation and the
target hardware. In the context of ARM’s big.
LITTLE CPU architectures [19], various imple-
mentations are possible depending on the pro-
cessor type and configuration. In particular, in
these architectures, identical code execution can
yield significantly different performance results.

To validate our hypothesis, we conducted tests
to assess the performance of deep learning oper-
ations on two edge devices, Edge R[20] and Odroid N2+[21], both equipped with ARM’s big.LITTLE
CPUs. When executing the fifth convolution layer of ResNet18 on each device using ARM’s infer-
ence library, the library’s rule consistently created two threads on both devices to run the Winograd
kernel and distributed the workload evenly between them. Workload refers to the number of kernel
invocations for a deep learning operation. As listed in Table 1, the experimental results show that the
execution times on Edge R and Odroid N2+ were 7.8 and 13.0 ms, respectively. When we vary the
number of threads and the workload distribution on Edge R, the execution time is improved to 6.1 ms.
Interestingly, on Odroid N2+, performance increases by almost 200% when using direct convolution
instead of Winograd. However, this change leads to performance degradation on the Edge R device.
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2.2 ACLTuner System Design

ACLTuner is designed to automatically identify the optimal kernel and workload distribution with
minimal profiling on real devices. To achieve this objective, ACLTuner consists of Task Generator,
Execution Tuner, and Execution Engine.

Task Generator first generates tasks in a task queue that require tuning from the input model, as
shown in Figure 1. During this process, operations that have identical input, output, and weight
dimensions are grouped together to form a single tuning task, thus reducing the tuning time. In the
case of ResNet101, for example, 104 operations require tuning, but only 23 tasks are generated. The
generated tasks are placed in the task queue so that the following steps are performed for each task.

Execution Tuner searches for the optimal execution configuration for each task in the task queue
by executing them directly on the device. To find the optimal execution configuration, the search
space is calculated as # of convolution algorithms × # of kernel types × # of workload distribution
cases(≈ 1012). Given the vast search space, the challenge of thoroughly exploring all possible
execution configurations is daunting. Therefore, a cost model builder trains a cost model for each
task to identify the optimal execution configuration with the fewest samplings. A profiler utilizes
the cost model to efficiently determine the optimal execution configuration for each operation. The
details of the process are as follows. (1) It randomly creates an execution configuration and initiates
training of the cost model. (2) After initial training, we measure execution time by combining the
configurations recommended by the cost model and those randomly generated. The cost model is then
re-trained with new data. If we only use the execution configurations recommended by the cost model
for training, it may lead to overfitting the training data. Thus, we exploit random data to mitigate
this issue. (3) Using the newly trained cost model, we repeat the process in step (2), searching for an
optimal execution configuration. Ultimately, an optimal execution configuration is saved. (4) From
the task queue, we retrieve the next operation and repeat the entire process from step (1) to step (3).

Execution Engine sequentially executes a kernel composer, a thread creator, and a workload
balancer to convert the execution configuration received from the execution tuner into an executable
file. The kernel composer combines one or more kernels from the existing library to tailor them for the
target operation. Direct convolution algorithm, for example, can be configured with a single matrix
multiplication(MM) kernel. In contrast, Winograd [22] algorithm requires pre- and post-processing
kernels in addition to the MM kernel. Figure 1 shows an example of being composed of two distinct
kernels:im2col and matmul4x24. The thread creator creates dedicated threads for each CPU
cluster. Depending on the execution configuration, threads may not be created for a specific cluster.
Based on the execution configuration, the workload balancer allocates the workload to each thread.
Once an executable file is created in this manner, a launcher reads it to execute and then delivers the
output and execution time to the execution tuner for training the cost model.

Once the tuning is finalized, the optimal execution configuration is produced and can be run without
any additional tuning next time.

3 Experiments
3.1 Implementation and Experimental Setup
The first version of ACLTuner is implemented based on ArmNN. We verified that ACLTuner is not
limited to implementation in ARM’s library; it can also be integrated with XNNPack [23], which is
employed by TFLite, Pytorch Mobile [24], Alibaba HALO [25], and Samsung ONE [26], or directly
within ONNXRuntime’s native BLAS library. We employed XGBoost [27] to train regression models
that serve as the cost model.

We performed experiments on representative deep learning models, including ResNet18[28],
ResNet50, ResNet101, AlexNet[29], VGG16[30], GoogLeNet[31], and MobileNetV2[32]. To
demonstrate that ACLTuner works well even with atypical models, we implemented ResNetXY. This
model is composed of layers with kernel numbers and sizes randomly selected from ResNet50, All
models are trained with ImageNet[33] dataset. The experiments are carried out on two edge devices,
Tinker Edge R[20] (4-core A53 and 2-core A72) and Odroid N2+[21] (2-core A53 and 4-core A73).

ACLTuner was tested against ArmNN(v22.05), AutoTVM(v0.10), Ansor(v0.10), ONNXRun-
time(v1.15.1), and TFLite(v2.14). AutoTVM and Ansor have tuning processes similar to ACLTuner,
finding optimal execution codes in advance, while the others execute inference directly, without any
tuning process. For TFLite, it is necessary to pre-define the number of threads that will be used. We
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Table 2: End-to-end performance comparison on Edge R and Odroid N2+. The baseline is the
inference time (ms) with ArmNN. We compared the results of ACLTuner with AutoTVM (TVM),
Ansor, ONNXRuntime (OR), and TFLite (TF). Compared to the baseline, the speedup is represented
as a factor (x). For ACLTuner, AutoTVM, and Ansor, which require tuning, the tuning time is denoted
in hours (h) and is provided in parentheses.

Edge R Odroid N2+

Model ArmNN ACLTuner TVM Ansor OR TF ArmNN ACLTuner TVM Ansor OR TF

ResNet18 195.66 1.4x(1.6h) 1.3x(27.1h) 0.8x(29.2h) 0.9x 1.0x 138.64 1.7x(1.6h) 1.9x(10.1h) 1.4x(26.0h) 0.9x 1.3x
ResNet50 480.23 1.6x(2.0h) 1.2x(19.5h) 1.1x(27.1h) 1.0x 1.1x 389.63 2.0x(1.9h) 1.8x( 6.2h) 1.5x(27.1h) 1.1x 1.7x
ResNet101 873.11 1.6x(2.7h) 1.1x(51.5h) 1.0x(46.2h) 0.8x 1.1x 651.63 2.0x(2.6h) 1.7x(23.2h) 1.4x(34.7h) 0.9x 1.6x
AlexNet 124.36 1.6x(0.4h) 0.8x(33.4h) 0.6x(32.7h) 1.0x 1.2x 78.47 1.3x(0.4h) 0.6x(53.7h) 1.4x(25.8h) 0.8x 1.1x
VGG16 915.24 1.5x(0.9h) 1.0x(33.3h) 0.5x(30.4h) 0.6x 0.6x 701.27 1.6x(0.8h) 1.2x(31.0h) 0.8x(25.8h) 0.7x 0.9x
GoogLeNet 210.26 1.4x(2.4h) 1.3x(49.8h) 1.1x(28.5h) 1.2x 1.1x 147.21 1.6x(2.3h) 1.6x(22.6h) 1.5x(23.2h) 1.2x 1.6x
MobileNetV2 118.02 1.1x(1.6h) 1.7x(43.2h) 1.8x(62.7h) 1.5x 1.2x 83.02 1.5x(1.5h) 1.8x(49.8h) 2.8x(23.8h) 1.3x 1.4x
ResNetXY 1782.50 1.8x(2.4h) 0.9x(56.1h) 0.7x(35.3h) 0.8x 0.9x 1728.81 2.4x(2.4h) 1.4x(31.6h) 1.3x(29.2h) 1.1x 1.9x

Geomean(Avg) - 1.5x(1.7h) 1.1x(39.2h) 0.9x(36.5h) 0.9x 1.0x - 1.7x(1.7h) 1.4x(28.5h) 1.5x(27.0h) 1.0x 1.4x

conducted experiments with 2, 4, and 6 thread counts. Based on experimental findings, we determined
the optimal number of threads for the best performance.

3.2 Overall Performance for representative deep learning models
The baseline for each model’s inference time is established based on the results of ArmNN, and the
relative performance was examined in comparison to this baseline. As seen in Table 2, ACLTuner
showed a performance that was 1.1x to 1.8x faster than the baseline for all models on Edge R.
ACLTuner outperformed other tuners on all models except MobileNetV2. While ACLTuner still
improved the performance of MobileNetV2, the library contains only a single kernel for depth-wise
convolution, offering no opportunities for tuning by ACLTuner. Experiments on Odroid N2+ also
showed similar results to Edge R, with performance improvement of 1.3x to 2.4x. Notable is the fact
that ACLTuner provides superior performance for the unique model, ResNetXY.

3.3 Tuning cost
AutoTVM and Ansor utilize black-box optimization techniques to improve performance, without
relying on existing kernels. Furthermore, they integrate machine learning-based cost models to
provide guidance during the optimization procedure. This feature allows the systems to efficiently
determine a suitable execution without the need to manually search through all possible scenarios.
ACLTuner, unlike the others, utilizes existing kernels, resulting in a relatively small search space.
ACLTuner also incorporate the cost model with the objective of minimizing tuning time. Notably, the
performance variance of ACLTuner remains under 2% compared to when conducting an exhaustive
search across all conceivable scenarios. As a result, the average tuning time is reduced by 95% and
even the overall performance of the result was better.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
Our study proposed ACLTuner, a system designed to optimize an existing library tailored to specific
deep learning models and hardware configurations. By employing a cost model with a limited time
budget, ACLTuner was able to determine the most effective execution configurations. As a result, we
observed a performance enhancement of up to 2.0x compared to the ArmNN baseline. Furthermore,
compared to three existing tuners, ACLTuner significantly reduced the tuning time by up to 95%.

ACLTuner currently only supports ArmNN library. As part of future work, we are planning to expand
ACLTuner’s capabilities to include additional libraries, such as ONNXRuntime and TFLite. This
would enable the instrument to access a wider variety of kernels and determine the most efficient
execution strategy. In addition, addressing circumstances in which only suboptimal kernels are
available is on our agenda.
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A Related Works

A.1 Inference Libraries

Deep learning frameworks such as TensorFlow [34], PyTorch [35], and ONNX [36] heavily depend
on inference libraries for the purposes of training and inferring deep learning models. Nvidia GPUs
are accompanied by software libraries such as cuDNN [7] and cuBlas [37], which enhance their
performance. Similarly, CPUs are supported by software libraries such as oneDNN [6], NCNN [8],
and arm’s Compute Libraries [38], which provide optimization and functionality.

In deep learning, the operations with the highest computational intensity are ultimately the convolution
layers and the fully connected layers. These can be accelerated by various algorithms like Direct-
convolution, FFT, and Winograd, and are implemented to match the target hardware. In particular,
algorithms implemented for the ARMv8 architecture target are being continuously developed [39,
40, 17]. Efforts are not limited to kernel optimization; there is also a concurrent focus on optimizing
scheduling to increase throughput [41].

A.2 Deep Learning Compilers

Deep learning compilers, such as TVM [1], OpenXLA [2], MLIR [4] based compiler projects [42,
43, 3], and Tensor Comprehensions[44], are designed to take models from various deep learning
frameworks and transform them into a distinct intermediate representation (IR). Following this
transformation, they undergo both hardware-independent and hardware-dependent optimizations
to generate code tailored for specific target devices. Some compilers employ auto-tuning tech-
niques, such as AutoTVM[10], Halide Scheduler[12, 13], FlexTensor [14], Rammer [15], and
Ansorc̃itezheng2020ansor to optimize the execution code. They explore the execution configuration
space, profiling candidates directly on the devices to identify optimal execution codes. However, this
process can be time-consuming, often spanning hours or even days. Consequently, techniques are
employed to accelerate this process [45, 46].

A.3 Integration of Compiler and Library.

Recently, Deep learning frameworks, which used to rely solely on deep learning libraries, have started
to introduce their own compilers. Pytorch has introduced TorchDynamo to perform the compilation
process, and TensorFlow is not only using its existing XLA but also directly employs the compiler by
introducing IREE. Traditional deep learning compilers also have limitations in compiling down to
the machine code level and actively utilize established deep learning or math libraries. For instance,
TVM can generate code using CUBLAS and ACL. Moreover, execution libraries like ONNXRuntime
can perform model inference using other inference libraries such as ACL, XNNPACK, or compilers
like TVM.

B Determining Rules in Arm Compute Library

B.1 rule-based method to determine the number of kernels and threads for each layer

Arm Compute Library (ACL) determines the algorithm and thread count based on rules during the
process of configuring neural network models. For convolution algorithm selection, factors like kernel
size, data layout, and tensor size dictate the choice between Winograd, General, Direct convolution,
FFT, and Naive algorithms, as illustrated in Table 3 and Algorithm 1. Depending on the chosen
algorithm, pre-processing and post-processing might be required. ACL offers NEON kernels for a
variety of data types, including f32, bf16, s8, u8, etc. In our work, we utilized only the f32 kernels
listed in Table 3 for tuning. For depthwise convolution, regrettably, only a single kernel for fp32
exists, leaving no scope for kernel selection tuning within ACL.

On the other hand, to determine the number of threads, the minimum value of core counts from each
CPU cluster is taken into account. For example, Odroid N2+, with four cores in its big cluster and
two in its little cluster, creates two threads. In contrast, Edge R has two cores in its big cluster and
four in the little cluster. However, like Odroid N2+, it also creates two threads. In such a big.LITTLE
architecture, it is infeasible to use all cores concurrently for computations in any given context.
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Algorithm 1 The rule for determining convolution algorithm and kernel in Arm Compute Library.

1: I ← Input Tensor
2: O ← Output Tensor
3: W ←Weight (Kernel Filter)
4:
5: function ADDGEMM( )
6: M ← Table 3
7: for m in M do
8: Cost← Estimate(m)
9: if CostBest > Cost then

10: CostBest = Cost
11: end if
12: end for
13: return CostBest

14: end function
15:
16: function GENERAL( )
17: AddIm2col()
18: AddGemm()
19: if Layout = NCHW then
20: AddCol2Im()
21: end if
22: end function
23:
24: function WINOGRAD( )
25: AddTranspose()
26: AddGemm()
27: AddTranspose()
28: end function
29:
30: function DIRECT( )
31: AddGemm()
32: end function
33:
34: function CONVOLUTION(I ,W ,O)
35: if (is_General(I ,W ,O)) or (dilation ̸= (1,1)) then
36: return General()
37: else if total_size(I) > 106 and height_size(W ) > 7 then
38: return Naive()
39: else if height_size(W ) > 7 and channel_size(I) > channel_size(O) then
40: return FFT()
41: else if channel_size(I) < 16 or WD[W,H] = 1 then
42: return General()
43: else if size of W is in {3× 3, 3× 1, 5× 1, 7× 1} then
44: return Winograd()
45: else if Layout = NHWC and size of W < 4 then
46: return Direct()
47: else
48: return General()
49: end if
50: end function
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Table 3: The list of GEMM kernel in ACL.
Name Kernel Size Memory Arrange Supported

SGEMM
8x6 Interleaved [47] -
8x12 Interleaved -

MLA
8x4 Hybrid Indirect [48] -
4x24 Hybrid Indirect -
6x16 Hybrid Indirect -

SmallK MLA
6x4 Hybrid Indirect 8 < K ≤ 16 and N (mod 4) = 0
8x4 Hybrid Indirect K ≤ 8 and N (mod 4) = 0

C Other Inference Libraries

With the diversification of hardware and instruction sets, efficiently performing deep learning op-
erations using a single program implementation is not feasible. Consequently, inference libraries
provide micro-kernels that vary based on instruction types, workloads, and algorithms, allowing for
diverse operational methods tailored to each hardware. These libraries are designed to select the
appropriate micro-kernel for a given deep learning model during install time or runtime, based on
various hardware information.

Prominently, ArmNN, TFLite, and ONNXRuntime offer dozens of Micro-Kernels for the same
operation, varying based on the instruction set. They provide optimal kernel configurations based
on internal rules. Additionally, to minimize idle time in computational devices, they offer various
scheduling strategies related to workload distribution. Thus, ACLTuner’s tuning methodology can
also be integrated into TFLite and ONNXRuntime.

C.1 Supproting Arm CPUs in TFLite with XNNPack

In this research, our TFLite experiments employ XNNPack [23] to process deep learning operations
and leverage pthreadpool [49] for parallel execution. XNNPACK is tailored as an optimal solution
for neural network inferences across ARM, x86, WebAssembly, and RISC-V platforms. It provides a
wealth of Micro-Kernels designed for diverse hardware specifications, facilitating acceleration on
platforms including Arm NEON, AVX, and SSE. Specifically, the GEMM Kernel crafted in Arm
NEON comprises around 131 Micro-Kernels.

While XNNPack is a library comprising highly optimized kernels, it’s challenging to ensure the
right kernel selection for every target hardware. Furthermore, pthreadpool, which distributes tasks
across Micro-Kernels, requires a predetermined number of threads and doesn’t consider individual
core performance or cache memory, making optimization complex. In Experiment Table 2, Edge R
demonstrated its highest average performance with four threads, while Odroid N2+ did so with six
threads.

C.2 Supporting Arm CPUs in ONNXRuntime with MLAS

ONNXRuntime interfaces with various hardware acceleration libraries through its adaptable Execu-
tion Providers (EP) framework, enabling optimal execution of ONNX models on diverse hardware
platforms. This includes libraries such as ArmNN and XNNPACK. However, in our experiments, we
utilized the MLAS library, which is natively implemented in ONNXRuntime. MLAS is a computation
library that houses processor-optimized GEMM kernels and platform-specific threading codes. A
distinguishing feature of ONNXRuntime is its heuristic scheduling algorithm, which takes cache into
account and predicts costs to ensure the utilization of all cores.

D Devices: Edge R and Odroid N2+

In this paper, the devices used for the experiments are Edge R [20] and Odroid N2+ [21]. Both
of these devices are equipped with Arm big.LITTLE architecture CPUs, and their configurations
are shown in Table 4. ACLTuner has been verified to work on various hardware equipped with the
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AArch64 Architecture, such as Raspberry Pi 4, Snapdragon 865, etc. Plans are in place to apply it to
a range of Cortex and Neoverse series processors as well.

Table 4: Specsheet of used devices
Edge R [20] Odroid N2+ [21]

Kernel Version 4.4.194 4.9.337-132

SoC RK3399Pro [50] S922X [51]

Arm Version Armv8a Armv8a

Memory 4 Gb 4 Gb

Little

Model A53 A53
Core 4 2
Freq. 1.4 Ghz 2.0 Ghz

L1/D 32 KB Non Public
L1/I 32 KB Non Public
L2 512 KB 256 KB

Big

Model A72 A73
Core 2 4
Freq. 1.8 Ghz 2.4 Ghz

L1/D 32 KB Non Public
L1/I 32 KB Non Public
L2 1024 KB 1024 KB

E ResNetXY

Standard deep learning models often exhibit certain common characteristics. For example, the number
of weights might be a multiple of 16, or both the width and height of the kernel might be set to 3. Such
design choices are mainly because these models were developed to exploit parallelism effectively on
conventional hardware, resulting in higher throughput. However, when models undergo processes
like pruning for compression, their structure can change significantly, potentially preventing efficient
hardware utilization with the original kernels. In this research paper, we have modified the ResNet50
to form ResNetXY as shown in Figure 5, aiming to demonstrate that ACLTunercan maintain high
performance even on such altered models.

F Cost Model

To train the Cost Model, we utilized XGBoost [27]. We distinguish each task based on the following
features: the width (W), height (H), and channel (C) of the input, the number (N), width (W), and
height (H) of the weights, and padding and stride sizes. For each task, we train four models: GEMM,
input pre-processing, output post-processing, and im2col. Notably, for the Gemm model, additional
features used in the training include the types of GEMM algorithm, the type of kernel, the number of
workloads, and the workload allocated to each core cluster. Table 6 presents the hyperparameters we
used.

During the initial phase of training, we train using 50 randomly generated samples. After this, we
iteratively profile a total of 5 samples, comprising the top 3 samples recommended by the cost model
and 2 randomly generated samples. Through our experiments, we found that by using this approach,
the model appears to be sufficiently trained after about 100 samples.
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Table 5: Model architecture of ResNetXY and ResNet50
layer name output size repeat ResNetXY ResNet50

conv1 112x112 *1 14x14, 51 7x7, 64

conv2 56x56 *3
4x4, 77 1x1, 64
6x6, 77 3x3, 64

1x1, 154 1x1, 256

conv3 28x28 *4
4x4, 97 1x1, 128
6x6, 97 3x3, 128

1x1, 194 1x1, 512

conv4 14x14 *6
4x4, 279 1x1, 256
6x6, 279 3x3, 256
1x1, 558 1x1, 1024

conv5 7x7 *3
4x4, 511 1x1, 512
6x6, 511 3x3 512

1x1, 1022 1x1, 2048

FLOPs 16.35 G 4.13 G

Params 86.61 M 25.55 M

Table 6: Hyperparameters
Parameters Value

Objective reg:squarederror
Learning_Rate 0.2

Max_Depth 9
Min Child Weight 2

Gamma 0
Reg Alpha 1
Subsample 0.53

Colsample Bytree 0.8
Eval Metric RMSE
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